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General Information

How to get: The  toolbox  is  freely  available  in  the  WorldWideWeb: 
http://petrol.natur.cuni.cz/˜ondro

How to install: Unpack  polylx-latest.zip  into  any  convenient  directory.   The 
directory polyLX should be created which is the top of the source 
tree.  If unpacking polylx-latest.zip under Windows it is important 
that the directory structure be preserved. Add the polyLX directory 
to your Matlab path.  You must have Matlab 5.0 or higher, due to 
the heavy use of the objects. 

How to uninstall: Just remove the polyLX directory and remove the polyLX directory 
from your Matlab path.

How to work: This  toolbox was  designed for  Matlab,  thus  one  need  to  install 
Matlab 5.0 or higher before using this toolbox.

How to contact: Ondrej Lexa SnailMail
Institute of Petrology and Structural Geology
Charles University
Albertov 6
12843 Prague
Czech Repulic

+420-2-2195 1531 Phone

+49 331 977 1141 Fax

lexa@natur.cuni.cz EMail

Remarks: The  toolbox  is  still  under  development.  We  can  not  give  any 
warranty for anything related with our programmes. Please send 
error messages or comments to our contact address.

Future releases: Send any wishes to our contact address.

Warning: Any uncritical application of the methods included in this toolbox 
can yield to pitfalls. 

We give no warranties for the results obtained with the toolbox.
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Copyright: © 1999–2006, Ondrej Lexa, Charles University, Czech Republic

This toolbox is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify 
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published 
by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, 
or any later version.

This toolbox is distributed in the hope that it  will be useful, but 
WITHOUT ANYWARRANTY; without even the implied warranty 
of  MERCHANTABILITY or  FITNESS FOR A  PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

GNU General Public License

Version 2, June 1991
Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone  is  permitted  to  copy  and  distribute  verbatim  copies  of  this 
license document, but changing it is not allowed.

PREAMBLE

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to 
share  and change it.  By contrast,  the  GNU General  Public  License is 
intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software – 
to make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public 
License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation’s software and 
to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free 
Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General 
Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. 
Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the 
freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service 
if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that 
you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and 
that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to 
deny  you  these  rights  or  to  ask  you  to  surrender  the  rights.  These 
restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute 
copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or 
for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You 
must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And 
you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) 
offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute 
and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain that 
everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If 
the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its 
recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any 
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problems introduced by others will  not reflect on the original authors’ 
reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. 
We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will 
individually  obtain  patent  licenses,  in  effect  making  the  program 
proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must 
be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.

The  precise  terms  and  conditions  for  copying,  distribution  and 
modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND 
MODIFICATION

0. This  License  applies  to  any  program  or  other  work  which 
contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be 
distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The 
“Program”,  below, refers to any such program or work,  and a 
“work based on the Program” means either the Program or any 
derivative  work  under  copyright  law:  that  is  to  say,  a  work 
containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with 
modifications  and/or  translated  into  another  language. 
(Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term 
“modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as “you”.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are 
not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of 
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the 
Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based 
on the Program (independent of having been made by running the 
Program).  Whether  that  is  true  depends  on  what  the  Program 
does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s 
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you 
conspicuously  and  appropriately  publish  on  each  copy  an 
appropriate  copyright  notice  and  disclaimer  of  warranty;  keep 
intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence 
of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a 
copy of this License along with the Program. You may charge a 
fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at 
your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your  copy or  copies  of  the  Program or  any 
portion of it,  thus forming a work based on the Program, and 
copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms 
of  Section  1  above,  provided  that  you  also  meet  all  of  these 
conditions:

a. You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices 
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b. You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that 
in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or 
any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all 
third parties under the terms of this License.
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c. If  the  modified  program  normally  reads  commands 
interactively  when  run,  you  must  cause  it,  when  started 
running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to 
print  or  display  an  announcement  including  an  appropriate 
copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, 
saying  that  you  provide  a  warranty)  and  that  users  may 
redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the 
user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if  the 
Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such 
an  announcement,  your  work  based  on  the  Program is  not 
required to print an announcement.) 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If 
identifiable  sections  of  that  work  are  not  derived  from  the 
Program,  and  can  be  reasonably  considered  independent  and 
separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do 
not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate 
works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a 
whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of 
the  whole  must  be  on  the  terms  of  this  License,  whose 
permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and 
thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest 
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to 
exercise  the  right  to  control  the  distribution  of  derivative  or 
collective  works  based  on  the  Program.  In  addition,  mere 
aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the 
Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a 
storage or  distribution medium does  not  bring the  other  work 
under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, 
under Section 2)  in  object  code or  executable  form under  the 
terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of 
the following:

a. Accompany  it  with  the  complete  corresponding  machine-
readable  source  code,  which  must  be  distributed  under  the 
terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a  medium customarily 
used for software interchange; or,

b. Accompany  it  with  a  written  offer,  valid  for  at  least  three 
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your 
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete 
machinereadable copy of the corresponding source code, to be 
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a 
medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c. Accompany  it  with  the  information  you  received  as  to  the 
offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative 
is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you 
received the program in object code or executable form with 
such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work 
for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete 
source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, 
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plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used 
to  control  compilation  and  installation  of  the  executable. 
However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need 
not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source 
or  binary form) with the  major  components  (compiler,  kernel, 
and so on) of the operating system on which the executable runs, 
unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering 
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent 
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as 
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not 
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program 
except  as  expressly  provided  under  this  License.  Any  attempt 
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program 
is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this 
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, 
from  you  under  this  License  will  not  have  their  licenses 
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not 
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify 
or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions 
are  prohibited  by  law  if  you  do  not  accept  this  License. 
Therefore,  by  modifying  or  distributing  the  Program  (or  any 
work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this 
License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, 
distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on 
the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from 
the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program 
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any 
further  restrictions  on  the  recipients’  exercise  of  the  rights 
granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance 
by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent 
infringement  or  for  any  other  reason  (not  limited  to  patent 
issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, 
agreement  or  otherwise)  that  contradict  the  conditions  of  this 
License,  they  do  not  excuse  you  from  the  conditions  of  this 
License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously 
your  obligations  under  this  License  and  any  other  pertinent 
obligations,  then as a  consequence you may not  distribute  the 
Program at all. 

For example,  if  a  patent  license would not  permit  royalty-free 
redistribution of  the  Program by all  those  who receive  copies 
directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you could 
satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from 
distribution of the Program. If any portion of this section is held 
invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the 
balance of the section is intended to apply and the section as a 
whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any 
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any 
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the 
integrity  of  the  free  software  distribution  system,  which  is 
implemented  by  public  license  practices.  Many  people  have 
made  generous  contributions  to  the  wide  range  of  software 
distributed  through  that  system  in  reliance  on  consistent 
application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if 
he  or  she  is  willing  to  distribute  software  through  any  other 
system and a licensee cannot impose that choice. 

This  section  is  intended  to  make  thoroughly  clear  what  is 
believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License. 

8. If  the  distribution  and/or  use  of  the  Program  is  restricted  in 
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, 
the original copyright holder who places the Program under this 
License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation 
excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in 
or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License 
incorporates  the  limitation  as  if  written  in  the  body  of  this 
License. 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new 
versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such 
new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but 
may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns. 

Each  version  is  given  a  distinguishing  version  number.  If  the 
Program specifies a version number of this License which applies 
to it and “any later version”, you have the option of following the 
terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version 
published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does 
not specify a version number of this License, you may choose 
any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free 
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the 
author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted 
by  the  Free  Software  Foundation,  write  to  the  Free  Software 
Foundation;  we  sometimes  make  exceptions  for  this.  Our 
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free 
status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the 
sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE  THE  PROGRAM  IS  LICENSED  FREE  OF 
CHARGE,  THERE  IS  NO  WARRANTY  FOR  THE 
PROGRAM,  TO  THE  EXTENT  PERMITTED  BY 
APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED 
IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER 
PARTIES  PROVIDE  THE  PROGRAM  “AS  IS”  WITHOUT 
WARRANTY  OF  ANY  KIND,  EITHER  EXPRESSED  OR 
IMPLIED,  INCLUDING,  BUT  NOT  LIMITED  TO,  THE 
IMPLIED  WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY  AND 
FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR  PURPOSE.  THE  ENTIRE 
RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE 
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PROGRAM  IS  WITH  YOU.  SHOULD  THE  PROGRAM 
PROVE DEFECTIVE,  YOU ASSUME THE  COST OF ALL 
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW 
OR  AGREED  TO  IN  WRITING  WILL  ANY  COPYRIGHT 
HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY 
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED 
ABOVE,  BE  LIABLE  TO  YOU  FOR  DAMAGES, 
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE 
OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT 
NOT  LIMITED  TO  LOSS  OF  DATA  OR  DATA  BEING 
RENDERED  INACCURATE  OR  LOSSES  SUSTAINED  BY 
YOU  OR  THIRD  PARTIES  OR  A  FAILURE  OF  THE 
PROGRAM  TO  OPERATE  WITH  ANY  OTHER 
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY 
HAS  BEEN  ADVISED  OF  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  SUCH 
DAMAGES.
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AORTENAORTEN

Purpose: Return results of Ellipse fitting using orientation tensor.

Syntax: [la,sa,lao,sao]=aorten(g);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aorten(g,ch);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aorten(g,ch,plt);

Description: Routine calculate matrix of moments of inertia of grain vertexes 
around centre of mass for each individual grain. For boundaries, 
routine  calculate  matrix  of  moments  of  inertia  of  boundary line 
segments  placed  around  centre  of  mass  for  each  individual 
boundary.  The  axes  of  ellipse  and  orientation  of  ellipses  are 
calculated  on  basis  of  eigenvalues  and  eigenvectors  of  these 
matrices. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter  ch defines,  whether  all  grain  vertexes  are  used  ch=0 
(default), or only vertexes on convex hull ch=1.
Parameter plt defines what should be plotted on active figure.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot ellipse axes as scaled crosses at grain centres 
plt=2 - plot ellipses at grain centres
plt=3 - plot both ellipses and crosses

OUTPUT
la - column vector of ellipse long axes (2*a)
sa - column vector of ellipse short axes (2*b)
lao - column vector of ellipse long axis orientations
sao - column vector of ellipse short axis orientations

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.  

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and plot grains with fitted ellipses 
and crosses using aorten routine.

g=shpread;
plot(g);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aorten(g,0,3);
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See Also: aparor, asurfor, geparor, gharfer
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AORTENTOTAORTENTOT

Purpose: Return results of Ellipse fitting using bulk orientation tensor.

Syntax: [la,sa,lao,sao]=aortentot(g);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aortentot(g,ch);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aortentot(g,ch);

Description: Routine calculate matrix of moments of inertia of grain vertexes 
around  common  centre  of  mass  for  all  grains.  For  boundaries, 
routine  calculate  matrix  of  moments  of  inertia  of  boundary line 
segments placed around common centre of mass for all boundaries. 
The axes of  ellipse  and orientation of  ellipses  are  calculated on 
basis of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these matrices. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter  ch defines,  whether  all  grain  vertexes  are  used  ch=0 
(default), or only vertexes on convex hull ch=1.

OUTPUT
la - ellipse long axis (2*a)
sa - ellipse short axis (2*b)
lao - ellipse long axis orientation
sao - ellipse short axis orientation

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.  

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  and  calculate  bulk  axial  ratio  of 
amphiboles using aortentot routine.

g=shpread;
[la,sa,lao,sao]=aortentot(g('amp'));
la/sa

ans =

    1.4409
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APARISAPARIS

Purpose: Return PARIS function of grains or boundaries.

Syntax: pa=aparis(g);
pa=aparis(g,opt);

Description: Routine  calculates  the  PARIS  function  to  determine  convexity 
/concavity of grain surfaces or grain boundaries.  The relation of 
PARIS  function,  surface  projection  (SURFOR)  and  particle 
projection (PAROR) is:

PARIS(α)=SURFOR(α)/PAROR(α) - 2

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter  opt defines, whether grain inclusion vertexes are used 
opt=1, or only outer surface vertexes opt=0. (default)

OUTPUT
pa - 180 x N matrix of PARIS function values

In row k of matrix pa are values of PARIS function for direction k 
degrees. In column l of matrix pa are values of PARIS function for 
directions 1 to 180 degrees for individual grain l. 

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.  

Examples: Open sample grain shape file, plot PARIS functions and calculate 
mean  convexity/concavity  for  amphibole  and  plagioclase  using 
aparis routine.

g=shpread;
pa1=aparis(g('amp'));
pa2=aparis(g('plg'));
plot(100*mean(pa1'),'r'); hold on
plot(100*mean(pa2'),'b'); hold off
title('Paris functions for amp (red) and plg (blue)');
100*mean(mean(pa1))

ans =

    9.7733

100*mean(mean(pa2))

ans =

    8.4921
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See Also: aparor, asurfor, get

References: Panozzo, R. and Hürlimann, H.,  1983. A simple method for the 
quantitative  discrimination  of  convex and  convex-concave  lines. 
Microscopica Acta, 87, 169-176.
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APARORAPAROR

Purpose: Return  particle  projection  (PAROR)  function  of  grains  or 
boundaries.

Syntax: [pd,la,sa,lao,sao]=aparor(g);
[pd,la,sa,lao,sao]=aparor(g,opt);
[pd,la,sa,lao,sao]=aparor(g,opt,plt);

Description: Routine  calculates  the  particle  projection  (PAROR)  function. 
Routine  also calculates  longest  and shortest  projection and their 
orientations. Note that for not mirror-symmetric grains their mutual 
angle differentiates from 90°. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter  opt defines, whether ellipse projection function should 
be fitted on obtained projection data.
opt=0 - no fit
opt=1 - fit ellipse (very slow !!!)
Parameter plt defines what should be plotted on active figure.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot ellipse axes as scaled crosses at grain centres 
plt=2 - plot ellipses at grain centres (only for opt=1)
plt=3 - plot both ellipses and crosses (only for opt=1)

OUTPUT
pd - 180 x N matrix of PAROR function values
la - column vector of maximum particle projections
sa - column vector of minimum particle projections
lao - column vector of maximum particle projection

orientations
sao - column vector of maximum particle projection

orientations
When opt=1
la - column vector of ellipse long axes (2*a)
sa - column vector of ellipse short axes (2*b)
lao - column vector of ellipse long axis orientations
sao - column vector of ellipse short axis orientations

In row k of matrix pd are values of PAROR function for direction k 
degrees. In column l of matrix  pd are values of PAROR function 
for directions 1 to 180 degrees for individual grain l. 

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference. 

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and plot normalised mean particle 
projection functions for amphibole and plagioclase. Also calculate 
mean values of particle projections.

g=shpread;
pd1=aparor(g('amp'));
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pd2=aparor(g('plg'));
plot(mean(pd1')/max(mean(pd1')),'r'); hold on
plot(mean(pd2')/max(mean(pd2')),'b'); hold off
title('Paror functions for amp (red) and plg (blue)');
mn1=mean(mean(pd1))

mn1 =

  123.0158

mn2=mean(mean(pd2))

mn2 =

   91.4120

 

See Also: aparis, asurfor, get

References: Panozzo, R., 1983. The two-dimensional analysis of shape fabric 
using projections of lines in a plane. Tectonophysics, 95, 279-295.
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ARFPHIARFPHI

Purpose: Estimation of strain ratio from Rf/φ modelling.

Syntax: [rs,chi,nbins]=arfphi(g);
[rs,chi,nbins]=arfphi(ar,ang);
[rs,chi,nbins]=arfphi(g,nsteps);
[rs,chi,nbins]=arfphi(ar,ang,nsteps);

Description: Routine  calculates  bulk  preferred  orientation  and  axial  ratio  of 
strain ellipse parallel to this direction. The best Rs value is obtained 
by minimising chi-square deviation of axial ratios distribution from 
uniform distribution.
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where Ni is number of grains in i-th bin and Nb is number of bins.

Routine plot figure with three subplots a) Rf/φ plot of original data, 
b)  Rf/φ of  de-strained  data  and  c)  chi-square  plot  of  individual 
iterations.  When  chi2inv (Statistical  Toolbox)  is  available,  the 
blue line is plotted on value of 95% confidence of uniformity.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter  g is  vector  of  grain  or  boundary  objects.  When used 
instead of ar and ang parameters, grain length and grain orientation 
property is used for analysis. See get function.
Parameter  ar is column vector of axial  ratios,  e.g.  la./sa from 
ellipse fitting routines as aparor, aorten or gharfer.
Parameter  ang is  column  vector  of  orientations,  e.g.  lao from 
ellipse fitting routines as aparor, aorten or gharfer.
Parameter nsteps is used to manually define number of iterations, 
when automatic value is not appropriate.

OUTPUT
rs - column vector of strain ratios used in iteration
chi - column vector of chi-square values for individual

strain ratios 
nbins - number of bins used in analysis

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  and  estimate  strain  ratio  for 
amphibole using arfphi routine.

g=shpread;
[rs,chi]=arfphi(g('amp'),60)

rs =

    1.2131
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chi =

    9.5553

 
See Also: arfphiw, aparor, aorten, gharfer, gdtnnm
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ARFPHIWARFPHIW

Purpose: Estimation of weighted strain ratio from Rf/φ modelling.

Syntax: [rs,wrs]=arfphiw(g);
[rs,wrs]=arfphiw(ar,ang,w);
[rs,wrs]=arfphiw(g,nsteps);
[rs,wrs]=arfphiw(ar,ang,w,nsteps);

Description: Routine  calculates  bulk  preferred  orientation  and  axial  ratio  of 
strain ellipse parallel to this direction. The best Rs value is obtained 
by minimising bulk weighted axial ratio.
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where Ri axial ratio of i-th grain and wi is weight of i-th grain.

Routine plot figure with three subplots a) Rf/φ plot of original data, 
b) Rf/φ of de-strained data and c) plot of bulk weighted axial ratio 
for individual iterations.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter  g is  vector  of  grain  or  boundary  objects.  When used 
instead of ar, ang and w parameters, grain length, grain orientation 
and grain area property is used for analysis. See get function.
Parameter  ar is column vector of axial  ratios,  e.g.  la./sa from 
ellipse fitting routines as aparor, aorten or gharfer.
Parameter  ang is  column  vector  of  orientations,  e.g.  lao from 
ellipse fitting routines as aparor, aorten or gharfer.
Parameter  w is column vector of weights,  e.g. area of individual 
grains.
Parameter nsteps is used to manually define number of iterations, 
when automatic value is not appropriate.

OUTPUT
rs - column vector of strain ratios used in iteration
wrs -  column  vector  of  weighted  axial  ratios  for 
individual

strain ratios

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and estimate weighted strain ratio for 
amphibole using arfphiw routine.

g=shpread;
[rs,wrs]=arfphiw(g('amp'),100)

rs =
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    1.3757

wrs =

    1.5167

 
 See Also: arfphi, aparor, aorten, gharfer, gdtnnm
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ASURFORASURFOR

Purpose: Return  surface  projection  (SURFOR)  function  of  grains  or 
boundaries.

Syntax: [sd,la,sa,lao,sao]=asurfor(g);
[sd,la,sa,lao,sao]=asurfor(g,opt);
[sd,la,sa,lao,sao]=asurfor(g,opt,plt);

Description: Routine  calculates  the  surface  projection  (SURFOR)  function, 
which is sum of projections of individual line segments of which 
the  outline  or  boundary  is  composed.  Routine  also  calculates 
longest and shortest projection and their orientations. Note that for 
not mirror-symmetric grains their mutual angle differentiates from 
90°. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter  opt defines,  whether  inclusion  surfaces  are  used  and 
whether the ellipse projection function should be fitted on obtained 
projection data.
opt=0 - no inclusion surfaces (default)
opt=1 - use inclusion surfaces
opt=2 - no inclusion surfaces and fit ellipse (very slow !!!)
opt=3 - use inclusion surfaces and fit ellipse (very slow !!!)
Parameter plt defines what should be plotted on active figure.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot ellipse axes as scaled crosses at grain centres 
plt=2 - plot ellipses at grain centres (only for opt=1)
plt=3 - plot both ellipses and crosses (only for opt=1)

OUTPUT
sd - 180 x N matrix of SURFOR function values
la - column vector of maximum particle projections
sa - column vector of minimum particle projections
lao - column vector of maximum particle projection

orientations
sao - column vector of maximum particle projection

orientations
When opt=1
la - column vector of ellipse long axes (2*a)
sa - column vector of ellipse short axes (2*b)
lao - column vector of ellipse long axis orientations
sao - column vector of ellipse short axis orientations

In row k of matrix sd are values of SURFOR function for direction 
k degrees.  In  column  l of  matrix  sd are  values  of  SURFOR 
function for directions 1 to 180 degrees for individual grain l. 

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference. 
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Examples: Open sample boundary shape file and plot normalised mean surface 
projection  functions  for  plagioclase-plagioclase  and  amphibole-
plagioclase boundaries.

b=shpread;
sd1=asurfor(b('plg-plg'));
sd2=asurfor(b('amp-plg'));
plot(mean(sd1')/max(mean(sd1')),'r'); hold on
plot(mean(sd2')/max(mean(sd2')),'b'); hold off
title('Surfor functions for plg-plg (red) and amp-plg 
(blue)');

See Also: aparis, aparor, get

References: Panozzo, R., 1983. The two-dimensional analysis of shape fabric 
using projections of lines in a plane. Tectonophysics, 95, 279-295.
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BGSELBGSEL

Purpose: Grain boundary select.  Return object index vector of boundaries 
between grains g.

Syntax: [bsub,ix]=bgsel(gsub,b);
[bsub,ix]=bgsel(gsub,b,opt);

Description: Routine  returns  the  boundaries  bsub between  grains  gsub, 
assuming  that  gsub is  a  subset  of  grains  g with  corresponding 
boundary  objects  b.  This  routine  is  usually  used  when  only 
boundaries of chosen subset of grains (e.g. selected by mouse) are 
analysed. Routine  also  returns  index  ix into  original  boundary 
objects, so bsub=b(ix).

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter gsub is vector (subset) of grain objects.
Parameter  b is  vector  of  boundary objects  correspond to  grains, 
from which gsub is selected.
opt=0 - do not include outer boundaries (default)
opt=1 - include outer boundaries

OUTPUT
bsub - boundaries between grains in gsub
ix - index vector into original boundary objects

Examples: Open sample boundary and grain shape file. Plot grains and select 
any subset by dragging rectangle with mouse. Using bgsel select 
only boundaries between selected grains and plot them.

g=shpread;
b=shpread;
plot(g);
sel=getsel;
bs=bgsel(g(getsel),b);
plot(bs);
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BLENGTHBLENGTH

Purpose: Return  cell  array  of  boundary  type,  total  length,  total  length 
fraction and number of individual boundaries for individual types.

Syntax: bc=blength(b);
bc=blength(b,plt);

Description: Routine returns the cell array suitable for export data to text file 
using routine txtwrite. Optionally may produce pie chart.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter b is vector of boundary objects.
plt=0 - do not plot pie chart (default)
opt=1 - plot pie chart

OUTPUT
bc -  cell  array  with  four  columns (type,  total  length, 
total

length fraction in percents and number of boundaries).

Examples: Open  sample  boundary  shape  file.  Explore  information  about 
individual boundary types using blength routine.

b=shpread;
bc=blength(b)

bc = 

    'Type'       'CumLength'      '%'          'N'  
    'amp-amp'    [2.7722e+004]    [30.3310]    [451]
    'amp-cal'    [1.2140e+003]    [ 1.3282]    [ 31]
    'amp-ilm'    [6.3142e+003]    [ 6.9084]    [131]
    'amp-opq'    [3.4262e+003]    [ 3.7486]    [ 68]
    'amp-plg'    [3.7059e+004]    [40.5464]    [579]
    'cal-cal'    [    88.3040]    [ 0.0966]    [  5]
    'cal-ilm'    [    92.8745]    [ 0.1016]    [  5]
    'cal-opq'    [    83.2352]    [ 0.0911]    [  4]
    'cal-plg'    [   748.6932]    [ 0.8191]    [ 22]
    'ilm-ilm'    [   549.4082]    [ 0.6011]    [ 22]
    'ilm-opq'    [   154.7088]    [ 0.1693]    [  8]
    'ilm-plg'    [5.7626e+003]    [ 6.3048]    [120]
    'opq-opq'    [     2.3482]    [ 0.0026]    [  1]
    'opq-plg'    [1.2187e+003]    [ 1.3334]    [ 40]
    'plg-plg'    [6.9626e+003]    [ 7.6178]    [143]

See Also: garea
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BTLISTBTLIST

Purpose: Return alphabetically sorted cell array of unique boundary types.

Syntax: bt=btlist(b);

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter b is vector of boundary objects. When b is grain object 
routine passes it to gplist.

OUTPUT
bt - cell array of unique boundary types.

Examples: Open  sample  boundary  shape  file.  List  boundary  types  using 
blength routine.

b=shpread;
bt=btlist(b)

bt = 

    'amp-amp'
    'amp-cal'
    'amp-ilm'
    'amp-opq'
    'amp-plg'
    'cal-cal'
    'cal-ilm'
    'cal-opq'
    'cal-plg'
    'ilm-ilm'
    'ilm-opq'
    'ilm-plg'
    'opq-opq'
    'opq-plg'
    'plg-plg'

See Also: gplist
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BTSELBTSEL

Purpose: Boundary  type  select.  Return  index  vector  of  chosen  boundary 
type(s).

Syntax: ix=btsel(b);
ix=btsel(b,types);

Description: Routine  returns  index  vector  of  chosen  boundary  types  from 
boundary objects  b.  When  types is  not  defined,  user can select 
boundary types from listbox.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter b is vector of boundary objects.
Parameter types is any number of boundary types

OUTPUT
ix - index vector, so b(ix) are chosen boundaries.

Examples: Open  sample  boundary  shape  file.  Explore  information  about 
amphibole-amphibole,  plagioclase-plagioclase  and  amphibole-
plagioclase  boundaries  using  blength and  btsel routines.  Note 
that fractions are different when using only subset of boundaries.

b=shpread;
ix=btsel(b,'amp-amp','plg-plg','amp-plg');
bl=blength(b(ix))

bl = 

    'Type'       'CumLength'      '%'          'N'  
    'amp-amp'    [2.7722e+004]    [38.6405]    [451]
    'amp-plg'    [3.7059e+004]    [51.6546]    [579]
    'plg-plg'    [6.9626e+003]    [ 9.7048]    [143] 

See Also: gpsel
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CFMETHCFMETH

Purpose: Direct  contact  frequency  method  (Kretz,  1969).  Routine  returns 
observed and expected boundary type frequencies.

Syntax: [exn,obn]=cfmeth(g,b);

Description: Routine  returns  cell  arrays  of  observed  and  expected  boundary 
frequencies.  Values  of  expected  frequencies  are  estimated  using 
Lafeber’s method of testing for randomness (Lafeber, 1963, Kretz, 
1969). Optionally can produce bar chart showing deviations from 
expected value expressed as

( )O E
v

E

−
=

When  chi2inv (Statistical  Toolbox) is  available,  significance of 
randomness is estimated from 2χ  distribution.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter b is vector of boundary objects.

OUTPUT
exn - cell array of expected frequencies
obn - cell array of obtained frequencies
Both variables are suitable for export with txtwrite routine.

Examples: Open sample  grain  and boundary shape files.  Explore  boundary 
frequencies  between  amphibole,  plagioclase  and  illmenite  using 
cfmeth routine.

g=shpread;
b=shpread;
[exn,obn]=cfmeth(g,b);

See Also: clmeth
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CLMETHCLMETH

Purpose: Direct  contact  length  method  (Kretz,  1969).  Routine  returns 
observed and expected boundary type lengths.

Syntax: [exn,obn]=clmeth(g,b);

Description: Routine  returns  cell  arrays  of  observer  and  expected  boundary 
lengths. Values of expected lengths are estimated using Lafeber’s 
method of  testing for  randomness  (Lafeber,  1963,  Kretz,  1969). 
Optionally can produce bar chart showing deviations from expected 
value expressed as
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v

E

−
=

When  chi2inv (Statistical  Toolbox) is  available,  significance of 
randomness is estimated from 2χ  distribution.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter b is vector of boundary objects.

OUTPUT
exn - cell array of expected lengths
obn - cell array of obtained lengths
Both variables are suitable for export with txtwrite routine.

Examples: Open sample grain and boundary shape files.  Calculate obtained 
and  expected  boundary  lengths  using  clmeth routine.  Results 
export to text files.

g=shpread;
b=shpread;
[exn,obn]=clmeth(g,b);
txtwrite(exn,'expected.txt');
txtwrite(obn,'obtained.txt')

See Also: cfmeth

References: Kretz,  R.,  1969.  On the  spatial  distribution of  crystals  in  rocks. 
Lithos, 2, 39-66.
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DESCRIBEDESCRIBE

Purpose: Return descriptive statistics of chosen measurement for individual 
phases or boundary types.

Syntax: dsc=describe(g);

Description: Routine returns cell array with descriptive statistics 
(N,  Mean,  Std,  Geomean [geometric mean (mean of logarithms)], 
Geostd [geometric  standard  deviation  (std  of  logarithms)],  Min, 
Qtile1 [first  quartile],  Median,  Qtile3 [third  quartile],  Max, 
Trimean [(qtile1+2*median+qtile3)/4)]) for individual grain phases 
or boundary types.
Parameters  for  grains  are:  Area,  Perimeter,  Length,  Width, 
AxialRatio,  Feret,  Elongation,  Roundness,  Circularity,  Ellipticity, 
Compactness,  GSI,  GSF,  OutArea,  OutPerimeter,  OutFeret, 
OutElongation,  OutRoundness,  OutCircularity,  OutEllipticity, 
OutCompactness, OutGSI and OutGSF. For details see get.
Parameters  for  boundaries  are:  CumLength,  Length,  Width. 
AxialRatio and Straightness. For details see get.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.

OUTPUT
dsc - cell array of calculated statistics
dsc is suitable for export with txtwrite routine.

Examples: Examine axial ratio of amphibole, plagioclase and illmenite using 
describe routine. Result export to text file.

dsc=describe(g(gpsel(g,'amp','plg','ilm')))

dsc = 
    'AxialRatio'    'amp'       'ilm'       'plg'   
    'N'             [   261]    [    79]    [   207]
    'Mean'          [1.6412]    [1.7042]    [1.6398]
    'Std'           [0.5075]    [0.5244]    [0.5804]
    'Geomean'       [1.5809]    [1.6341]    [1.5667]
    'Geostd'        [1.3009]    [1.3304]    [1.3312]
    'Min'           [1.0196]    [1.0096]    [1.0137]
    'Qtile1'        [1.3125]    [1.3575]    [1.2760]
    'Median'        [1.5167]    [1.5700]    [1.4973]
    'Qtile3'        [1.8680]    [1.9536]    [1.8386]
    'Max'           [5.6718]    [3.3341]    [5.9716]
    'Trimean'       [1.5535]    [1.6128]    [1.5273]

txtwrite(dsc,'axialratio.txt');

See Also: txtwrite, get
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DUMPDUMP

Purpose: Return cell array of chosen grain/boundary parameter(s) for each 
grain/boundary.

Syntax: dsc=dump(g);

Description: Return cell array of chosen grain/boundary parameter(s) for each 
grain/boundary.  Note,  that  first  column  always  contains 
grain/boundary ID, so when dsc is exported, data could be easily 
joined to related object in ArcView.

Parameters  for  grains  are:  Area,  Perimeter,  Length,  Width, 
AxialRatio,  Feret,  Elongation,  Roundness,  Circularity,  Ellipticity, 
Compactness,  GSI,  GSF,  OutArea,  OutPerimeter,  OutFeret, 
OutElongation,  OutRoundness,  OutCircularity,  OutEllipticity, 
OutCompactness, OutGSI and OutGSF. For details see get.
Parameters  for  boundaries  are:  CumLength,  Length,  Width. 
AxialRatio and Straightness. For details see get.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.

OUTPUT
dsc - cell array of dumped grain/boundary properties
dsc is suitable for export with txtwrite routine.

Examples: Open sample grain shapefile. Export chosen properties to text file 
using dump routine.

g=shpread;
dsc=dump(g);
txtwrite(dsc,'results.txt');

See Also: txtwrite, get
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GAREAGAREA

Purpose: Return  cell  array  of  grain  phase,  total  area,  total  area  fraction, 
number of individual grains and average diameter for individual 
phases.

Syntax: gc=garea(g);
gc=garea(g,plt);

Description: Routine returns the cell array suitable for export data to text file 
using routine txtwrite. Optionally may produce pie chart.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
plt=0 - do not plot pie chart (default)
opt=1 - plot pie chart

OUTPUT
gc - cell array with five columns (phase, total area, total

area fraction in percent, number of grains and
average diameter-Dm). Average diameter is calculated:

i
ph

ph
ph

A

Dm
Nπ

=
∑
g

Examples: Open sample grain shape file. Explore information about individual 
grain phases using garea routine.

g=shpread;
gc=garea(g)

gc = 

    'Phase'    'Area'           '%'          'N'      'Dm'     
    'amp'      [3.5638e+006]    [67.5831]    [261]    [65.9265]
    'cal'      [1.6032e+004]    [ 0.3040]    [ 23]    [14.8955]
    'ilm'      [1.8497e+005]    [ 3.5077]    [ 79]    [27.2997]
    'opq'      [2.9654e+004]    [ 0.5624]    [ 42]    [14.9914]
    'plg'      [1.4788e+006]    [28.0429]    [207]    [47.6856]

See Also: blength
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GBCROPGBCROP

Purpose: Crop grains and grain boundaries.

Syntax: [gsub,bsub]=gbcrop(g,b);

Description: Routine  plot  grain  objects  and  wait  until  user  select  grains  by 
clicking or dragging a rectangle. When RETURN or right-mouse 
click occurs, returns the selected grain objects in gsub and related 
boundaries in bsub.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter b is vector of boundaries objects.

OUTPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter b is vector of boundaries objects.

See Also: bgsel
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GDMETHGDMETH

Purpose: Grain density method (Kretz, 1969). Routine returns observed and 
expected counts of number of grain in rectangular grid.

Syntax: [obt,expn]=gdmeth(g);
[obt,expn]=gdmeth(g,options);

Description: Routine divide rectangular area covering all grains into  ns X ns 
rectangular cells. Number of grains in each cell is calculated and 
stored in matrix  obt. Matrix could be visualized using MATLAB 
routine  pcolor.  Routine optionally may produce plot with grain 
centres and density contours.

When  chi2inv (Statistical  Toolbox) is  available,  significance of 
randomness is estimated from 2χ  distribution.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter options defines additional parameters and is passed as 
strings, which are evaluated in routine workspace.
'ns=15' number of divisions of bounding rectangle
'plt=0' 0 .. no plot, 1 .. just points, 2 .. plot density

contours
'ncont=10' number of contours
'ntimes=2' degree of smoothing for contour plotting
'ps=6' point size
'pc=''b.''' point color and style (as for MATLAB plot)

OUTPUT
obt -  ns X ns matrix  of  number  of  obtained 

grains in each cell
expn - number of expected grains in each cell for 

random distribution

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  and  check  spatial  distribution  of 
amphibole using gdens routine.

g=shpread;
[obt,expn]=gdmeth(g('amp'),'plt=0');
Grains are not randomly distributed at significance 
level 95.9562

See Also: gnna

References: Kretz,  R.,  1969.  On the  spatial  distribution of  crystals  in  rocks. 
Lithos, 2, 39-66. 
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GDTNNMGDTNNM

Purpose: The Delaunay triangulation nearest neighbor method to determine 
the strain after Mulchrone (2002).

Syntax: gdtnnm(g);

Description: Routine plot normalised Fry plot and make estimate of strain. User 
can manually rotate and change ellipticity of strain ellipse to obtain 
better values, when estimate fails.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.

Examples: Open  sample  pp177qb  shape  file.  Estimate  orientation  and 
magnitude of strain using gdtnnm routine.

g=shpread;
gdtnnm(g);

 

See Also: arfphi, arfphiw, aparor, aorten, gharfer

References: Mulchrone K.F, 2003. Application of Delaunay triangulation to the 
nearest neighbour method of strain analysis, Journal of Structural 
Geology, 25, 5, 689-702.
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GENCTGENCT

Purpose: Generate color table for grain or boundary objects.

Syntax: ct=genct(g);
ct=genct(g,opt);

Description: Routine return cell array with phase names and RGB color values 
for use in plot routine.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter opt defines how to generate color table
opt=0 Automatically create color table. (default)
opt=1 Manually choose color for each phase or type

OUTPUT
ct cell array with phase names and RGB color values

Examples: Open sample grain shape file, create own color table using gdens 
routine and plot grains.

g=shpread;
ct=genct(g,1);
plot(g,ct);

 

See Also: plot
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GEPARORGEPAROR

Purpose: Return  of  results  of  Ellipse fitting  using  projection of  grains  or 
boundaries.

Syntax: [la,sa,lao,sao]=geparor(g);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=geparor(g,plt);

Description: Routine using properties length, width and orientation of objects 
(see get) a place then into output variables. sao is calculated.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter plt defines what should be plotted on active figure.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot ellipse axes as scaled crosses at grain centres 
plt=2 - plot ellipses at grain centres
plt=3 - plot both ellipses and crosses

OUTPUT
la - column vector of ellipse long axes (2*a)
sa - column vector of ellipse short axes (2*b)
lao - column vector of ellipse long axis orientations
sao - column vector of ellipse short axis orientations

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.  

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and plot grains with fitted ellipses 
and crosses using geparor routine.

g=shpread;
plot(g);
[la,sa,lao,sao]=geparor(g,3);

See Also: get, aparor, aorten, gharfer
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GETGET

Purpose: Get grain or boundary properties.

Syntax: p=get(g,prop);

Description: Routine return properties of grains or boundaries in matrix p. When 
more than one property is passed, number of columns correspond 
to number of properties.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter prop for grains

prop Description
ID ID  of  grain  (could  be  different  as  index 

value)
Phase Phase name of grain
X x coordinates of individual vertexes

(only for single grain)
Y y coordinates of individual vertexes

(only for single grain)
Xcentre x coordinate of centre of mass
Ycentre y coordinate of centre of mass
Area Area of grain A
OutArea Area of grain with inclusions OA

Perimeter Perimeter of grain P
OutPerimeter Perimeter of grain without inclusion 

perimeters OP

Length Length of longest diameter L
Width Projection of grain in perpendicular direction 

to the longest diameter W

Orientation Orientation of longest diameter. (Clockwise 
from vertical direction) φ

AxialRation L
AR

W
=

Elongation 2

4

L
E

A

π=

OutElongation Same as Elongation, but using OA

Feret
Feret diameter 2

A
F

π
=

OutFeret Same as Feret, but using OA
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prop Description
Roundness

2

4 1A
R

L Eπ
= =

OutRoundness Same as Roundness, but using OA

Circularity 4A
C

PL
=

OutCircularity Same  as  Circularity,  but  using  OA  and 
OP

Ellipticity 2

2

L
El

A

π=

OutEllipticity Same as Ellipticity, but using OA

Compactness 2

4

P
Cp

Aπ
=

OutCompactness Same  as  Compactness,  but  using  OA  and 
OP

GSI

Grain shape index 
2 A

GSI
L

π π=

OutGSI Same as GSI, but using OA

GSF
Grain shape factor ( ) 0.318

2

PLGSF W A
= ⋅

OutGSF Same as GSF, but using OA  and OP

Nholes Number of inclusions
Holes Return structure with inclusions geometry

(only for single grain)

Parameter prop for boundaries

prop Description
ID ID of boundary
IDA ID of first grain creating boundary
IDB ID of second grain creating boundary
PhaseA Phase name of first grain creating boundary
PhaseB Phase  name  of  second  grain  creating 

boundary
Type Alphabetically sorted PhaseA-PhaseB
X x coordinates of individual vertexes

(only for single boundary)
Y y coordinates of individual vertexes

(only for single boundary)
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prop Description
Xcentre x coordinate of centre of mass
Ycentre y coordinate of centre of mass
CumLength Total length of boundary Lt

Length Length of longest diameter L
Width Projection of boundary in perpendicular 

direction to the longest diameter W

Orientation Orientation of longest diameter. (Clockwise 
from vertical direction) φ

AxialRation L
AR

W
=

Straightness Lt
S

L
=

OUTPUT
p grains or boundaries properties

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  and  find  grain  with  maximum 
number of inclusions using get routine.

g=shpread;
[mx,ix]=max(get(g,'NHoles'));
get(g(ix),'ID')

ans =

   355
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GETIDXGETIDX

Purpose: Return indexes to grains g, so g(ix)=gsub.

Syntax: ix=getidx(g,gsub);

Description: Routine  return  indexes  to  grains  from  which  a  subset  gsub 
originate.  Useful,  when grains  from subset  should be located in 
original set of objects.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects
Parameter gsub is vector of grain objects, must be a subset of g.

OUTPUT
ix vector of indexes
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GETSELGETSEL

Purpose: Return indexes of selected grains in plotted figure or clear current 
selection.

Syntax: ix=getsel;
getsel clear

Description: Routine  return  indexes  to  selected  grains.  When  used  with 
parameter clear, clears current selection.

Parameters: OUTPUT
ix vector of indexes

Examples: Open sample grain shape file, select with mouse some grains and 
calculate mean feret diameter using getsel routine.

g=shpread;
plot(g);
mean(get(g(getsel),'feret'))

ans =

  322.8569
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GFRYGFRY

Purpose: Routine to plot centre-point distribution using method proposed by 
Fry (1979).

Syntax: gfry(g);

Description: Routine  plot  circular  cut-out  from  centre-point  distribution 
obtained using Fry’s method. Radius of cut-out is sqrt(12) times 
mean distance of nearest neighbourhoods. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.

Examples: Open sample pp177qb shape file and produce Fry’s plot using gfry 
routine.

g=shpread;
gfry(g);

 

See Also: gdtnnm

References: Fry, N., 1979. Random point distribution and strain measurements. 
Tectonophysics, 60, 89-105.
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GHARFERGHARFER

Purpose: Return Mean matrix of inertia and results of Ellipse fitting using 
method of Harvey & Ferguson (1981).

Syntax: [mm,la,sa,lao,sao]=gharfer(g);
[mm,la,sa,lao,sao]=gharfer(g,plt);

Description: Routine  calculate  Mean  matrix  of  inertia  of  grain  vertexes  on 
convex  hull  around  centre  of  grain.  The  axes  of  ellipse  and 
orientation of ellipses are calculated on basis of eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of individual matrices of inertia. According to Harvey 
& Ferguson (1981) nice strain estimators are
a) mean matrix eigenvalue ratio: 'sqrt(e1/e2)'
b) harmonic mean: length(la)/sum(sa./la)
c) arithmetic mean: mean(la./sa)
where e1 and e2 are eigenvalues of mm.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects. Do not work for boundaries.
Parameter plt defines what should be plotted on active figure.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot ellipse axes as scaled crosses at grain centres 
plt=2 - plot ellipses at grain centres
plt=3 - plot both ellipses and crosses

OUTPUT
mm - mean matrix of inertia
la - column vector of ellipse long axes (2*a)
sa - column vector of ellipse short axes (2*b)
lao - column vector of ellipse long axis orientations
sao - column vector of ellipse short axis orientations

Orientations are measured in degrees and clockwise from vertical 
reference.  

Examples: Open sample grain shape file, plot plagioclase with fitted ellipses 
and crosses using gharfer routine and estimate strain ratio.

g=shpread;
plot(g('plg'))
[mm,la,sa,lao,sao]=gharfer(g('plg'),3);
ev=eig(mm);
sqrt(ev(1)/ev(2))

ans =

    1.3598
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See Also: aorten, aortentot

References: Harvey P.K.  and Ferguson C.C.,  1981. Directional  properties of 
polygons  and  their  application  to  finite  strain  estimation, 
Tectonophysics, 74, T33-T42.
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GNNAGNNA

Purpose: Return nearest-neighbour statistics.

Syntax: [R,va,dist]=gnna(g);
[R,va,dist]=gnna(g,plt);

Description: Routine return nearest-neighbour statistics index R, standard variate 
of normal curve va, and vector of distances dist.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter plt defines whether to plot histogram of distances.
plt=0 - no plot
plt=1 - plot histogram of distances. See phist. 

OUTPUT
R - nearest-neighbour statistics index

0 - clustered, 1 - random, 2.149 regular
va - standard variate of normal curve

When exceed 1.96 (95% of significance) one can
reject randomness

dist - vector of Euclidean distances to nearest neighbour  

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and determine spatial distribution of 
illmenite using gnna routine.

g=shpread;
[r,nnd,v]=gnna(g('ilm'));
R index: 0.8216
Clustered with standard variate: 3.0335

See Also: gnnm, phist
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GNNMGNNM

Purpose: Routine determines the orientation and axial ratio of strain ellipse 
using the nearest neighbour method described by Ramsay.

Syntax: [rs,theta]=gnnm(g);

Description: Routine  plots  an  orientation  vs.  distance  of  nearest-neighbours 
(dots). This data are averaged by Gaussian filter (circles) and fitted 
by ellipse equation.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.

OUTPUT
rs - axial ratio of strain ellipse
theta - orientation of long axis of strain ellipse

Examples: Open  sample  pp177qb  shape  file  and  determine  the  strain  of 
plagioclase using gnnm routine.

g=shpread;
[rs,theta]=gnnm(g);

 

See Also: gnnm, phist
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GPCONNGPCONN

Purpose: Routine determines the bulk connectivity of phases.

Syntax: r=gpconn(g,b);

Description: Routine  returns  a  cell  array  with  phase  name  in  first  column, 
number of all grains in second column, number of isolated grains in 
third  column  and  bulk  connectivity  in  fourth  column.  Bulk 
connectivity  of  phase  is  defined  as  sum of  k-order  connectivity 
ratios,  calculated  for  each  degree  of  phase  partition  (degree  of 
partition  is  equal  to  number  of  grain  in  it)  separately  as 

( )0

e
k

c

b
C

b b
=

+∑ ,  where  eb  is  number of grains in all  partitions 

with degree k, 0b  is number of isolated grains and cb  is number of 
all  adjacent  grains  (for  more  details  see  Zhang  et.  al.  1992). 
Obtained value of bulk connectivity fall into interval  0<=C<=1, 
0 for all grains isolated and 1 for all grains adjacent.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter b is vector of grain objects.

OUTPUT
r - cell array with results.
r is suitable for export with txtwrite routine.

Examples: Open sample grain shape file and determine the bulk connectivity 
of individual phases using gpconn routine.

g=shpread;
gpconn(g,b)

ans = 

    'Phase'    'N'      'Niso'    'Conn'  
    'amp'      [261]    [   9]    [0.9655]
    'cal'      [ 23]    [  16]    [0.3043]
    'ilm'      [ 79]    [  48]    [0.3924]
    'opq'      [ 42]    [  40]    [0.0476]
    'plg'      [207]    [  61]    [0.7053]

References: Zhang  X.,  Harkness  R.M.  and  Last  N.C.,  1992.  Evaluation  of 
connectivity  characteristics  of  naturally  jointed  rock  masses, 
Engineering Geology, 33, 1, 11-30.
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GPLISTGPLIST

Purpose: Return alphabetically sorted cell array of unique phase names.

Syntax: ph=gplist(g);

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects. When g is boundary object 
routine pass it to btlist.

OUTPUT
R - nearest-neighbour statistics index

0 - clustered, 1 - random, 2.149 regular
va - standard variate of normal curve

when exceed 1.96 (95% of significance) one can
reject randomness

dist - vector of Euclidean distances to nearest neighbour  

Examples: Open sample  grain  shape file.  List  phase  names  using  blength 
routine.

g=shpread;
ph=gplist(g)

ph = 

    'amp'
    'cal'
    'ilm'
    'opq'
    'plg'

See Also: btlist
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GPSELGPSEL

Purpose: Grain phase select.

Syntax: ix=gpsel(g);
ix=gpsel(g,ph);

Description: Routine return indexes into objects g with phase(s) name ph. When 
ph is not defined user can choose from list. Note that g('phase') 
is identical to g(gpsel(g,'phase')).

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter ph defines phase names. 

OUTPUT
ix - vector of indexes

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  and  plot  only  plagioclase  and 
illmenite using gpsel routine.

g=shpread;
plot(g(gpsel(g,'plg','ilm')));

 

See Also: gnnm, phist
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GTRANS2DGTRANS2D

Purpose: Routine  transform  grain  objects  using  2D  coordinate 
transformation matrix.

Syntax: gn=gtrans2d(g,tm);

Description: Routine  transform  grain  objects  using  2D  coordinate 
transformation matrix  tm. Routine do check for object mirroring, 
but not for object degeneration (when det(tm)=0).

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter tm defines transformation matrix.

OUTPUT
gn - vector of grain or boundary objects

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file  plot  unstrained  grains  using 
gtrans2d routine.

g=shpread;
[md,stdev]=prose(g);
r=[cos(md*pi/180) -sin(md*pi/180);...
   sin(md*pi/180)  cos(md*pi/180)];
[rs,chi]=arfphi(g,60);
d=[sqrt(rs)       0;...
      0      1/sqrt(rs)];
gn=gtrans2d(g,r'*d*r);
plot(gn);
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MKFLISTMKFLIST

Purpose: Make list of chosen files for batch processing.

Syntax: fl=mkflist;

Description: Routine return column cell array fl with files selected in common 
open file dialog.

Parameters: OUTPUT
fl - cell array of filenames

Examples: Plot grain size plots with file names in title for selected shape files 
using mkfile routine.

fl=mkflist;
for i=1:length(fl),
g=shpread(fl{i});
figure;
pgsize(g);
title(fl{i})
end
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PAXDEVPAXDEV

Purpose: Plots histogram of projection axes deviation from orthogonality.

Syntax: [stdev,skew,kurt,d]=paxdev(g,options);
[stdev,skew,kurt,d]=paxdev(lao,sao,options);

Description: Routine  plots  deviations  of  shortest  projection  axis  from  to  be 
perpendicular  to  maximum  projection  axis.  When  grains  or 
boundaries  are  not  mirror-symmetric,  histogram will  show what 
asymmetry they have. When grain or boundary objects are passed, 
aparor routine is used to calculate lao and sao.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameters  lao and  sao are  orientations  of  maximum  and 
minimum projections.
Parameters options are passed to phist, so see phist for help.

OUTPUT
stdev - normal distribution standard deviation
skew - normal distribution skewness
kurt - normal distribution kurtosis
d - vector of deviations

Examples: Open sample grain shape file plot projection axes deviations for 
plagioclase with fitted normal distribution using paxdev routine.

g=shpread;
paxdev(g('plg'),'nf=1');

 

See Also: aparor
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PBOXPLOTPBOXPLOT

Purpose: Routine to plot box and whisker plot of measurements (see get) of 
individual phases or boundary types.

Syntax: pboxplot(g);
pboxplot(g,prop);

Description: Routine plot classical box-plot and whisker plot for each individual 
phase or boundary type.  The box has lines at  the lower quartile 
(Q1),  median,  and upper  quartile  (Q3)  values.  The whiskers are 
lines extending from each end of the box to show the extent of the 
rest of the data. Outliers are data with values beyond the ends of the 
whiskers. Whiskers ends are at values  Q3+1.5*(Q3-Q1) and  Q1-
1.5*(Q3-Q1).

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter prop define grain/boundary property. See get.

When prop is omitted, user can select property from list.

Examples: Open sample grain shape file plot box-plot of grain shape factors 
(GSF) using pboxplot routine.

g=shpread;
pboxplot(g,'GSF');

 

See Also: describe, get
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PCSDPCSD

Purpose: Routine  to  plot  CSD  (Crystal  size  distribution)  diagram  and 
determine  alpha and  n0 parameters  using  method  described  in 
Peterson (1996).

Syntax: [alpha,n0]=pcsd(g);
[alpha,n0]=pcsd(g,opt);

Description: Routine plot CSD (Crystal size distribution) diagram and determine 
alpha and  n0 parameters  using  method  described  in  Peterson 
(1996). The axes are (ln(dN/dL) in  mm-4 (number per volume per 
length) and  L (in  mm).  To estimate number of grains per area, 
the grain objects g passed to routine, should contain all phases 
and user  will  select  analysed phase  from list. When different 
units as millimetres are used, than the option tomm must be defined. 
The default value is 0.001 assuming that units are micrometers. The 
default values of S, beta and gamma are for spheres and obviously 
with no fabric. Experimentally determined factors (Peterson, 1996) 
are listed here:

Shape S gamma Shape S gamma

Sphere 1.269 0.833 Cube (as 111 prism) 1.151 0.662

Cube (as X11 plate) 0.847 0.515 Prism 2,2,1 1.098 0.966

Dodecahedron 1.425 1.004 Prism 3,3,1 1.107 1.083

Octahedron 1.501 1.139 Prism 10,10,1 1.062 1.479

Tetrahedron 1.022 0.812 Lineated prism X11 1.106 0.690

Plate 2,1,1 0.927 0.795 Trachytic slab 4,2,1 1.172 0.717

Plate 10,1,1 1.063 1.128 Trachytic slab 6,2,1 1.145 0.724

Trachytic plate 2,1,1 1.019 0.696 Trachytic slab 6,3,1 1.136 0.833

Trachytic plate 10,1,1 1.100 0.780 Trachytic slab 9,3,1 1.136 0.802

When corrected values are plotted, user chooses data by clicking 
enclosing polygon,  which  should be  used for  line fitting.  These 
points are highlighted in final figure.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.
Parameter opt define additional options:
'tomm=0.001' -  multiplicand converting actual units  into 

mm
'S=1.269' - scale factor
'beta=0.4286' - factor of degree of spatial orientation. For 

strongly oriented texture 'beta=0.3596'.
'gama=0.833' - intercept factor.

OUTPUT
alpha - slope of line (or Gt)
n0 - intercept (nucleation density)

Examples: Open sample grain shape file plot CSD for plagioclase using pcsd 
routine. Note passing all objects to routine.
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g=shpread;
pcsd(g,'tomm=0.001','S=1.098','gama=0.966');

 

References: Peterson, T.D., 1996.A refined technique for measuring crystal size 
distributions  in  thin  section,  Contributions  to  Mineralogy  and 
Petrology, 124, 395-405.
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PEIGENPEIGEN

Purpose: Routine to plot orientation vs. bulk orientation tensor eigenvalue 
ratio of grains or grain boundaries.

Syntax: pe=peigen(g);

Description: The orientation and eigenvalues ratios are calculated using routine 
aortentot. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.

OUTPUT
pe - cell array of results suitable for txtwrite.  

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file.  Plot  bulk  orientation  vs.  bulk 
orientation tensor eigenvalue ratio using peigen routine.

g=shpread;
peigen(g)

ans = 

    'GSO'    'Orientation'    'Ratio' 
    'amp'    [   101.7841]    [1.4409]
    'cal'    [    88.5638]    [1.3855]
    'ilm'    [    99.6986]    [1.5318]
    'opq'    [   135.2449]    [1.6213]
    'plg'    [    84.5098]    [1.2761]

 

See Also: aortentot, aorten
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PGSIZEPGSIZE

Purpose: Routine to plot grain size (ECD-feret) histogram along with area 
fraction histogram.

Syntax: pgsize(g);

Description: Routine plot frequencies (in %) of logarithms of feret diameters of 
grain  objects.  For  each  class  area  fraction  bar  is  placed  along 
frequency 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects.

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file.  Plot  grain  size  histogram  for 
plagioclase using pgsize routine.

g=shpread;
pgsize(g('plg'));

 

See Also: phist, garea
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PHISTPHIST

Purpose: Routine  to  plot  frequency  histogram  of  given  observations  and 
optionally plot fitted normal distribution.

Syntax: [mn,stdev,skew,kurt]=phist(a);
[mn,stdev,skew,kurt]=phist(a,options);

Description: Routine  plot  frequency  histogram in  counts  or  percents  (option 
per) for given observations. By default no fit is calculated and axis 
limits are estimated as mn-3*std and mn-3*std. Options nf and axl 
can change it. Number of bins is automatically calculated based on 
number of values and can be changed with option nb.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter a is vector of observations.
Parameter options is evaluated in routine workspace.
'per=1' - 0...counts, 1...percents (default)
'nb=xx' number of bins
'nf=0' 1. plot normal distribution fit
'axl=[xl xr]' axis limits.
'bwidth=1' bar width
'c=''b''' bar color (one of 'rgbymckw')
'nfc=''r''' color of distribution line
'nfw=2' width of distribution line

OUTPUT
mn arithmetic mean
stdev standard deviation
skew skewness  (negative/positive  -  spread  out 

more  from  mean  in  positive/negative 
direction)

kurt kurtosis ( >3 - more outlier-prone
=3 - normal distribution
<3 - less outlier-prone)

Examples: Open  sample  grain  shape  file.  Plot  histogram  of  logarithms  of 
amphibole  areas  with  fitted  normal  distribution  using  phist 
routine.

g=shpread;
logA=log(get(g('amp'),'area'));
phist(logA,'nf=1');
1 data(s) are not visible.
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See Also: prose
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PLOTPLOT

Purpose: Plot thematic map of grains or grain boundaries.

Syntax: plot(g);
plot(g,options);

Description: Routine plot thematic map of grains (filled polygons) or boundaries 
(lines). Color are used from passed legend (see genct) or generated 
automatically. For grains routine install callback, so grains could be 
selected manually by mouse (see getsel).

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain or boundary objects.
Parameter options is for grains:
ct color table generated with genct
'leg=0' - 0...do not show legend, 1...show legend (default)

For boundaries additional option is available
'lw=1' width of boundary lines

Examples: Open sample boundary shape file. Plot map of boundaries using 
plot routine.

b=shpread;
plot(b);
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PRFPHIPRFPHI

Purpose: Routine plot Rf/φ plot for grains or boundaries.

Syntax: prfphi(g);
prfphi(g,options);
prfphi(rf,phi);
prfphi(rf,phi,options);

Description: Routine plot Rf/φ plot for grains or boundaries centred on mean 
orientation  (Theta).  Fluctuation  F is  estimated  as  4*standard 
circular deviation.  Rfmean is estimated as harmonic mean of Rf 
values. In addition, Lisle’s index of symmetry Isym is calculated.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter g is vector of grain objects. Rf and phi is obtained from 
grain properties. See get.
Parameter rf and phi are vectors of axial ratios and orientations.
Parameter options is evaluated in routine workspace:
'pmax=xx' upper limit of plot (default 8)
'plt=1' 0  ..  just  points;  1  ..  plot  density  estimate 

using Gaussian density kernel (default)  2 .. 
plot contours; 3 .. plot both

'ncont=xx' number of contours
'ps=6' point size
'pc=''r.''' point color and style
'dw=2' width of density line
'dc=''r''' color of density line
'cm=bone' colormap for contours

Examples: Produce Rf/φ plot of pp177qb shape file using gprfphi routine.

g=shpread;
prfphi (g);

See Also: arfphi, arfphiw
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PROSEPROSE

Purpose: Routine to plot frequency circular histogram of grains, boundaries 
or given observations.

Syntax: [md,cstd]=prose(g);
[md,cstd]=prose(g,options);
[md,cstd]=prose(a);
[md,cstd]=prose(a,options);

Description: Routine  plot  frequency  circular  histogram in  counts  or  percents 
(option  per)  of  grains,  boundaries  or  given  observations.  Mean 
direction md and standard circular deviation cstd is estimated and 
plotted over frequency histogram. By default data are assumed to 
be axial. When circular (directed) option bi must be defined. 

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter  g is vector of grain or boundary objects. Orientation is 
obtained from properties. See get.
Parameter a is vector of observations.
Parameter options is evaluated in routine workspace.
'per=0' 0 - counts, 1 - percents (default)
'bi=1' 0 – circular;  1 - axial data (default)
'nb=36' number of bins
'c=''b''' color of bars
'coef=0.95' arrowness of bars 0-1

OUTPUT
md mean direction
cstd circular standard deviation

Examples: Open  sample  boundary  shape  file.  Plot  circular  histogram  of 
amphibole-plagioclase boundaries using prose routine.

  
g=shpread;
prose(b('amp-plg'));
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SHPREADSHPREAD

Purpose: Routine read ArcView 3.x shape file into MATLAB objects.

Syntax: g=shpread;
g=shpread(filename);

Description: Routine  read  ArcView shapefile.  When  filename is  not  passed 
standard  open  file  dialog  appears.  Routine  supports  shapefiles 
prepared  with  PolyLX  ArcView  extension.  Polygon  (grains) 
shapefiles should have associated DBF data records with at least 
two columns ID and Phase. When column Phase is not found, user 
can choose from existing data columns, which one should be used 
instead.  Polyline  (boundaries)  shapefiles  must  be  created  using 
command Boundary in PolyLX ArcView extension.

Notes: Before  generating  boundaries  in  ArcView,  be  sure  that  all 
polygons  are  exploded,  ID  is  updates  and  there  are  no 
overlaps!!! This should be carefully done even boundaries are 
not generated.

When  shpread display  error  that  More  than  one  outer 
boundary exist for object,  it  means  that  polygons  are  not 
exploded.
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SSICREATESSICREATE

Purpose: Routine  generates  anti-clustered  and  not  overlapped  circles  in 
rectangular area.

Syntax: g=ssicreate;
g=ssicreate(w,h);
g=ssicreate(w,h,minr,maxr);
g=ssicreate(w,h,minr,maxr,mpok);

Description: Routine  generates  anti-clustered  and  not  overlapped  circles  in 
rectangular area. Radius and centers are randomly generated using 
given  criteria.  When after  mpok attempts  a  circle  is  not  placed, 
routine finished.

Parameters: INPUT
w width of rectangular domain (default 100)
h heighth of rectangular domain (default 100)
minr minimal radius (default 7)
maxr maximal radius (default 2)
mpok maximum number of attempt to place object before 

stop process (default 10000)
OUTPUT
g vector of grain objects

Examples: Generate  anti-clustered  circles  in  100x100 rectangular  area  with 
radius 1-7 using ssicreate routine.

g=ssicreate(100,100,1,7);
plot(q,'leg=0');
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TXTWRITETXTWRITE

Purpose: Routine export cell array to text file.

Syntax: txtwrite(dsc);
txtwrite(dsc,filename);

Description: Routine export cell array to text file. When filename is not defined 
standard save dialogue appears.

Parameters: INPUT
dsc cell array to be exported
filename full filename
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XYPLOTXYPLOT

Purpose: Plot XY scatter plot,  calculates linear regression, correlation and 
ANOVA

Syntax: [a,yest,sst,rr] = xyplot(x,y);

Description: Routine plots y vs. x and calculates linear regression, correlation 
and ANOVA.

Parameters: INPUT
Parameter x is independent variable
Parameter y is dependent variable 

OUTPUT
a vector of fit coefficients: 
 a(1) is slope, a(2) is y-intercept
yest vector of estimated fit points
sst total sums of square
rr square of correlation coefficient

Examples: Open  sample  boundary  shape  file.  Plot  linear  regression  of 
logarithms  of  area  and  perimeter  of  amphiboles  using  xyplot 
routine.

g=shpread;
logA=log(get(g('amp'),'area'));
logP= log(get(g('amp'),'perimeter'));
xyplot(logA,logP);
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